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Xmas Releases 2010
`Happy Holiday` le 70 close to sold out. Bear is 3.75 inches and
mouse 2.5 inches

`Tinsel Fairy Mouse` is
made of a blush pink
mohair and trimmed with
silver foil trim . She also
has silver star buttons, a
filigree bow and carries a
snowflake. Limited to 70
pieces. 2.5 inches

`Angelica

Mouse` a cute
little brown mohair
mouse wearing a gingerbread print dress trimmed
with rickrack. Limited to
70 pieces.
2.5 inches

`Xmas Tree Fairy` Dragon le 100 3.75
inches.

`Christina`

3.75 inches a white
mohair flump dumpy style bear
wearing a light blue and white
snowflake print dress with cotton
lace trim. She has a silk bow on
one ear and her own little Xmas
package. Limited to 70 pieces.
3.5 inches

`Ding Dong` Dragon le 100 3.75 inches

`Douglas` 3.75 inches le 70—almost sold
out. This has been a very popular piece,
He is a Flump Dumpy style and I think the
cream dense mohair, green body jacket and
tartan ribbon make him look
real sharp. He is certainly very full of himself and highly excited about the
Holidays.

`Donner and Blitzen` this is a Deb`s Little
Gem piece. The bear is made of warm white
Velvet and wears a snazzy xmas tree print
dress. She is riding on a red reindeer who is
decorated with Xmas lights… cute little piece
and almost sold out.. Bear measures 3 inches
Limited Edition of 100

I will be adding to this newsletter through November….I just wanted to get these pieces up
quickly. I had a great trip to visit my son and his family in Germany, the weather was cold
but beautifully sunny and I wish I was still there really…..life is all about memories you just
have to keep them in the front of your thoughts.
All the Xmas product is now shipping to the stores.
Deb

